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EBBSFLEET GARDEN CITY UPDATE

1. Summary

1.1 This report updates Members on the Ebbsfleet Garden City development and 
the work of the Ebbsfleet Development Corporation (EDC).

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1 That Members note the contents of the report.

3. Background and Discussion

3.1. An initial report on the Ebbsfleet Garden City and the creation of the 
Ebbsfleet Development Corporation (EDC) was considered by Policy 
Overview Committee, 15 June 2015. This report updates on progress 
since then.

3.2. The Ebbsfleet Development Corporation is now largely staffed up.  
Since January this year, it has been providing a full planning service 
and Planning Officers at the EDC have been assessing and preparing 
recommendations on all planning applications.  A Board Meeting is 
held monthly.  The meeting comprises public and confidential papers.  
Members of the public may attend the public session and these reports 
are made available on the EDC website. Cllr Jeremy Kite is Dartford 
Council’s representative on this Board.   A Planning Committee has 
also been set up, with monthly meetings, which only take place if there 
are planning applications to consider.  Cllr Derek Hunnisett is the 
Council’s representative on this Committee.  The meetings are public 
and papers are available on the website.

3.3. The EDC has development control powers over planning applications 
within its boundary.  Plan making powers, however, remain with the 
local authorities.  Decisions made by the EDC within this authority’s 
boundary will need to be in conformity with Dartford’s Local Plan, 
currently comprising the Core Strategy 2011, saved policies from the 
Local Plan 1995 and the Development Policies Plan, once that is 
adopted.  Dartford’s Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD’s) will 
also apply.  The Council will be responsible for any further plan 
documents and SPD’s covering the EDC area.   

3.4. Existing S106’s will continue to be enforceable as long as the planning 
consent to which they relate is in place and the S106 is not varied.  The 
EDC will become successor to the Council as a party to S106 
agreements where the individual agreement allows for this.  In these 
circumstances, the EDC will be bound by the provisions of the 
agreement and will largely be responsible for collecting monies and 
implementing its provisions.  
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3.5. A Memorandum of Agreement is being drawn up between the EDC and 
the local authorities.  This is intended to provide for ongoing 
collaboration, liaison and information sharing between the authorities 
on planning matters relating to the EDC area and its immediate 
surroundings.  This collaboration will include matters relating to 
physical and community infrastructure issues.

3.6. The EDC was successful in securing £310 million from government in 
the last autumn budget which will enable investment in infrastructure 
and other measures to speed up delivery.  The government is 
challenging the EDC to increase the speed and numbers of housing 
delivery.

3.7. A Masterplan/Implementation Framework for the EDC area is currently 
under preparation.  Dartford Council Officers have been involved and 
commented on this work as it has been progressed.  This is to be 
considered by the June EDC Board.  Following this, the EDC propose 
to run a public consultation programme through the Summer and early 
Autumn.  Alongside this, a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) 
is to be prepared, although the scope of this is yet to be finalised.  It will 
be the responsibility of Dartford and Gravesham Council’s, as the plan 
making authorities, to adopt the SPD.

4. Progress on the Ground

4.1 Progress is continuing on the first phase of Eastern Quarry, Castle Hill, 
with construction of the first phase of 150 homes by Wards now well 
advanced.  Charles Church has started groundworks for its first phase 
of 170 units.  In March planning permission was granted for a 420 pupil 
primary school and community centre, which is due to open in 
September 2017, although this may initially be in temporary 
accommodation.  Construction of 125 affordable homes by Circle 
Housing Association is expected to start before the end of June.  
Redrow Homes are now on-site for the first phase of 180 homes in the 
Ebbsfleet Green housing and mixed use development with the first 
show home almost complete.   Planning consent for a further 154 
homes to be provided by David Wilson Homes was granted in May.   
Construction has also restarted on the Springhead Park development 
in Gravesham.  

4.2 Castle Hill is to eventually comprise 1,550 homes of which 375 are to 
be affordable.  Taylor Wimpey acquired 539 of the residential plots in 
April this year.  Henley Camland, a developer that has been working 
alongside Land Securities to carry out land preparation and deliver the 
infrastructure on the early stages of Eastern Quarry, has now 
purchased a large central part of the Quarry.  Land Securities have 
retained ownership of the western end of the Quarry.

4.3 As of May 2016, 414 homes in total had been built in the Garden City, 
in both Dartford and Gravesham.  This includes development prior to 
the commencement of the EDC.  In 2015/16, according to Dartford 
Officer’s survey of housing delivery, 80 homes were constructed in the 
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Dartford part of the EDC area.  This is expected to rise to 157 homes in 
2016/17 and 634 homes in 17/18 in the EDC area as a whole.

4.4 The EDC is pursuing a strategy of forward funding of infrastructure to 
provide confidence and certainty in the delivery of homes.  Agreements 
are being progressed to deliver an integrated core utilities corridor and 
provide additional capacity.  

4.5 The London Paramount proposal lies within the EDC area, although 
the application will be determined by the Planning Inspectorate via the 
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP) process. Since the 
proposal falls with the Dartford Borough boundary, the Council remains 
a statutory consultee and will be submitting a Local Impact Report to 
the Inspector.  Submission of the application has been delayed whilst 
LRCH (the developer) reviews its masterplan and business plan.  We 
are informed consultation on revised proposals is to take place in the 
autumn, with proposed submission of the application in summer 2017.

5. Relationship to the Corporate Plan

5.1 To ensure that regeneration in Dartford is sustainable and of benefit to 
all our communities.

To facilitate quality, choice and diversity in the housing market

6. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments

Financial Implications None specific

Legal Implications None specific

Staffing Implications None specific

Administrative Implications None specific

Risk Assessment None specific

7. Details of Exempt Information Category

Not applicable
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